Privacy Notice For Our Customers And Contacts

What Is The Purpose Of This Notice?

This notice applies to all businesses operating within The Alumasc Group plc group of Companies (the “Group”), as
follows:
Business
Group Head Office
Alumasc Roofing & Walling (including Roof- Pro)
Alumasc Water Management Solutions
Rainclear
Timloc Building Products
Gatic
Levolux
Wade

Company / Data Controller
The Alumasc Group plc
Alumasc Exterior Building Products Limited
Alumasc Exterior Building Products Limited
Alumasc Exterior Building Products Limited
Alumasc Limited
Alumasc Limited
Levolux Limited
Wade International Limited

In this notice we refer to the Alumasc business that you deal with as “Company”, “We”, “Us” and “Our”). We are
committed to protecting and respecting Your privacy. The information in this notice may not apply to all of the above
Alumasc businesses. Some Alumasc businesses may not use your personal information to the full extent described in
this Privacy Notice. However, unless You tell Us otherwise each business will share Your personal information with
other Alumasc businesses.
This notice is provided for Our prospective, existing and former customers and their staff (referred to in this notice as
“You” and “Your”).
This notice (together with Our Cookie Notice published on Our website and our terms of use on Our website (the
“Notices”)) tell You about how We process Your personal information, including Our collection, usage and sharing of
Your personal information, including in relation to Your use of Our website (“Website”).
We will only process Your personal information in accordance with the Notices (and any other information We give to
You about how We process Your personal information) and in accordance with the Data Protection Legislation.
In this notice, the terms “Data Controller”, “Controller” “Data Processor”, “Processor” and “personal information”
each have a meaning set by law (“Data Protection Legislation”). The Data Protection Legislation is, from the date it
comes into force in the United Kingdom, the EU General Data Protection Regulation (2016/679) and, until such date,
the Data Protection Act 1998. Please note that “personal information” is, whilst the Data Protection Act 1998 is in force,
a reference to “personal data” as defined under that Act.
Your Data Controller
We are a Data Controller in relation to Your personal information. Our address is c/o The Alumasc Group plc, Station
Road, Burton Latimer, Kettering, Northamptonshire, NN15 5JP. We can be contacted by email as set out in the following
table.
Business
Group Head Office
Alumasc Roofing & Walling (including Roof- Pro)
Alumasc Water Management Solutions
Rainclear
Timloc Building Products
Gatic
Levolux
Wade
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Email
DP@alumasc.co.uk
DP@alumasc-exteriors.co.uk
DP@Alumascwms.co.uk
DP@rainclear.co.uk
DP@timloc.co.uk
DP@Alumascwms.co.uk
DP@levolux.com
DP@Alumascwms.co.uk
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Your Personal Information

What personal information do We collect about You?
We obtain Your personal information (including that of Your staff) from the following sources:
•

From You: You will know what personal information We obtain from you, because You (or someone You have
authorised to deal with Us e.g. a member of Your staff) has provided it to Us. Examples of how We obtain
personal information about You include:
o When You make an enquiry (such as submitting an enquiry form to Us).
o When You give Us information via email, our website or transmissions that You make via our Electronic
Data Interchange (EDI) system.
o During a telephone call with Us, or during face to face discussions with Us.
o Your registration on Our Website, information provided by You via Our Website, our Drainage calculator
software, or via social media messaging.
o If You report something to Us (such as a problem with the Website) or when You send a completed
order form to Us.

•

From Marketing Sources: We love to receive new customers as a result of recommendations from Our existing
customers and we also actively seek new customers through marketing. We obtain information about
prospective new customers, and enquiries from prospective and existing customers from:
o Your responses to Our online marketing or direct marketing to You, whether You respond by electronic
mail, telephone, post, social media or other means.
o Your interactions with Us at exhibitions and other events that we run or attend, such as receiving Your
business card, and Our discussions with You.
o Your interactions with Our online advertising and advertisements placed by our digital media and
marketing service providers.
o the purchase of lists of possible customer details from a third party. We only purchase lists from
suppliers who give Us legal assurance that the customer contacts have opted in (consented) to
receiving marketing.

•

From our service providers/third parties: We receive personal information about You from the following third
parties who provide services to Us:
o Members of Our Group of companies.
o Companies outside Our Group who We work with from time to time.
o Our bank or providers who process payments from You, to confirm the outcome of the payment
transactions.
o Data providers, such as Barbour ABI, which we use to identify (at an early stage) projects and project
contacts for which we have relevant products to offer.
o Print and digital advertisers who may receive Your initial enquiries and refer the enquiries to Us.
o Our digital media and marketing service providers who provide Us with personal information obtained
via social media, being the ability to contact You directly via social media (particularly Linked In,
Facebook and Twitter, and if You choose to network with Us, respond to Our posts, or permit the social
network provider allow other users to contact You whether or not they belong to Your network), and the
contents of any enquiry or message You submit to Us via social media.

•

IP Addresses: We will automatically collect Your IP address (an IP address is a number that can uniquely
identify a specific computer or other network device on the Internet) each time You visit and use the Website.
This allows Us to identify the location of users, to block disruptive use and to establish the number of visits from
different countries. We analyse this data for trends and for statistical reasons, such as which parts of the
Website users are visiting and how long they are spending there.

To help Us decide what marketing to provide to You, We obtain information from some social media providers
(particularly Linked In, Facebook and Twitter) about group(s) that You belong to within that social network. The
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information We receive is about the group(s), not specifically to You, and it gives us statistics about the relevant group(s)
that you belong to such as the size and demographic profile of each group.
For the purposes of online advertising, some service and social media providers, and particularly Google and Linked In,
Facebook and Twitter, do not provide Us with personal information about You but they do use what they know about
You in order to present Our advertising to You online after You have visited Our Website or have been identified (by
those social networks) as having an interest in topics or keywords that We place advertisements against.
Our Website uses cookies to help Us and Our online service providers (and particularly Google) to collect information,
build a profile about Your interests, and direct Our advertisements to You when you are browsing the internet. Please
see the Cookie Notice on Our Website for more information.
What choices do you have as to the personal information We collect?
To stay in touch with You before and after You place an order with Us, as a minimum We need Your name, the name
of Your organisation, and telephone number(s) and/or email address and/or postal address and/or the ability to stay in
touch with you via social networks that We use (particularly Linked In, Facebook and Twitter), and details of Your
preferred method of contact, if You tell Us of any (“Contact Details”).
We may pass the Contact Details, and information about which of Our products You are interested in, to Our service
providers such as those who assist us with telephone follow-up.
To complete an order for You, as a minimum We need the following in order to enter into the contract in addition to the
Contact Details:
•
•
•

The description and quantities of the goods and services You require.
The address of the property where You require delivery and/or performance of the services.
Your payment details.

This information may be provided to third parties such as Our service providers and sub-contractors so that they can
assist us (under our instruction) with the fulfilment of Your order.
How do You withhold or provide less personal information?
You can control all of Our sources of Your personal information. You can:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Provide less personal information that We request.
Exercise choice about what personal information You provide as long as it is true and accurate (for example,
You may have a choice about what payment details You provide to Us).
Use Our Website, or the email address given at the beginning of this notice, to tell Us to stop contacting You
with Our marketing.
Not respond to Our marketing and communications (and You also have rights to stop Our direct marketing to
You - please see below).
Opt out of the receipt of our news letters and updates by using the links and details provided in those
communications.
Change Your settings and connections in the online social networks that You use. You can remove Us from
Your network within each social network, choose not to follow Us within each network, and choose not to
respond to Our general posts made within each network. Your social network provider should also give You
the ability to opt out of receiving direct messages from Us if We are outside Your network.
Change Your internet browser settings to prohibit cookies.
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What’s the impact of providing less/withholding personal information?
Please note that withdrawing or withholding personal information from Us will mean that:
•
•

•

Any updates, offers and communications (via advertisements, direct marketing or messages) from Us (whether
by telephone, email or other means) are not personalised for You.
You do not get to receive any updates, offers and communications (if You withhold Your Contact Details or tell
Us not to contact You, or You remove Us from your network or choose not to follow us within online social
networks).
If You do not provide Us with the minimum information as listed above, We cannot enter into contract with You
for the sale of goods and/or services.

If You ask us to erase any of Your personal information We may be unable to comply with Your previous instructions to
Us about Your personal information in some circumstances. For example, if We erase records of Your instruction not
to email You, You may receive email from Us if We subsequently lawfully acquire Your email address from a third party.

Using Your Personal Information

How do We use Your personal information?
For as long as We have access to Your personal information, We will use it for the following purposes, unless otherwise
required as a result of Your exercising Your data protection rights. We may use Your personal information for any of
the following purposes, whether We obtained it directly from You (or someone You authorise), or another source.
Use

Basis of Use

To provide You with Our products and/or services in
accordance with Our contract with You, once You have
placed an order.
To process Your payment for Our products and services.

Our legitimate interest in carrying out Our obligations
under a contract with You.

To provide You with information that You request from
Us, or respond to Your enquiries made directly to Us.

Our legitimate interest in responding to Your requests
and enquiries e.g. by email, telephone, post [or social
media.

To take legal or administrative action (including collecting
debts, resolving disputes and dealing with regulators) in
relation to Our supply arrangement with You, including to
enforce the terms of the contract, to resolve any disputes.

Our legitimate interest in enforcing the contract and in
resolving disputes with You and as necessary to
establish, exercise or defend legal claims.

To prepare and send You solicited or unsolicited direct
marketing (unless You ask Us to stop), consisting of (a)
online advertising directed to You via our service
providers (particularly Google, LinkedIn, Facebook and
Twitter) or (b) direct correspondence with You (via email
or those social networks), and containing relevant
information about products and/or services We provide
(including news updates and e-shots).

Existing customers: our legitimate interest in staying in
touch with You to discuss potential repeat business.

Also to select or de-select You for each of Our marketing
initiatives.

To profile You via social media channels, using
information about social media group(s) that You belong
to.
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Our legitimate interest in carrying out a contract with You.

Prospective customers: our legitimate interest in sending
You direct marketing to seek business from You, unless
You ask Us to stop (in which case We will stop).
We may send notifications by email.
include an “unsubscribe” link.

The emails will

We use cookies. See the cookie notice on Our Website
for more information.
Our legitimate interest in ensuring We are able to focus
Our marketing and advertising more effectively provided
that You can ask Us to stop profiling You at any time (in
which case We will stop).
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Use

Basis of Use

To ensure that features and content from the Website are
available for You (if You choose them) and are presented
in the most effective manner for You and Your devices.

Our legitimate interest in providing products, services,
choices, operations and websites that meet the
requirements of our existing and prospective customers.
We use cookies, please see the cookie notice on Our
Website for more information.

To check and confirm that We carry out Your instructions
accurately, to enable Us to review and improve Our
products, services and operations and develop new and
changed products, services and operations.

Our legitimate interest in providing products, services,
choices, operations and websites that meet the
requirements of Our existing and prospective customers.

To undertake financial management, planning and
reporting within Our business.

Our legitimate interest in respect of corporate governance
and management.

To keep in touch with You by email, social networks or
post.

Prospective customers on third party contact lists: We
only purchase lists from suppliers who give Us legal
assurance that the customer contacts have opted in
(consented) to receiving marketing.
We rely on
contractual assurance from the suppliers that You have
opted in.
Other prospective customers: Normally We ask for
consent and will not contact You by these means if You
have withheld or withdrawn Your consent to this.

To share Your name and address (but not email) personal
information with other partner organisations that are not
members of Our Group, for their marketing purposes,
where the services or products that they provide are
complimentary to the products that We supply.
We may cite You as a referee in tenders, and may include
case studies about Our work with You, unless You tell us
otherwise.

Existing customers: It is lawful for Us to contact You by
email provided that We give You an easy method to
unsubscribe. You can stop Us contacting You by email
at any time using the link provided in each email or (in the
case of social networks) in the ways described above
under the heading “How do You withhold or provide less
personal information?”.
Our legitimate interest in providing products, services,
choices, operations and websites that meet the
requirements of Our existing and prospective customers
provided that You can ask Us to stop at any time (in which
case We will stop.
Our legitimate interest in ensuring We are able to present
effective tenders that contain examples of Our work and
referees for for Commissioner to contact provided that
You can ask Us to stop at any time (in which case We will
stop).

Keeping Your Personal Information

How long will We retain Your personal information?
We will only retain Your personal information for as long as is necessary to fulfil the purposes We collected it for,
including for the purposes of satisfying any legal, accounting or reporting requirements. We will retain Contact Details
and records of Our contact with You until You ask Us to delete them. We will retain details relating to Your orders for
as long as necessary for Us to establish, exercise or defend legal rights. There can be extensive guarantees from Our
suppliers (for example 15 or even 30 years) and in such circumstances We will need to hold personal information
consisting at least of name(s), contact details and relevant records (such as correspondence) for extended periods in
line with the guarantee given by suppliers.
Notice date: May 2018 (version 1)
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In determining the appropriate period for the retention of Your personal information, We consider the amount, nature
and sensitivity of that data, the purposes for which We process your personal information and whether We can achieve
these purposes by other means, as well as the applicable legal requirements.

Sharing Your Personal Information

Who do we share your personal information with?
For as long as We have access to Your personal information, We may share any of it with any of the following to the
extent that they need to have access to Your personal information in order to perform their role:
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

Any employee within Our organisation and group of companies.
Selected third parties who help Us to perform Our contract with You. This includes third parties who help Us
directly (such as Our partners, product suppliers, order delivery carriers and tele-marketing service providers)
and third parties who help Us indirectly (such as social media providers that We use, and particularly Google,
Linked In, Facebook and Twitter, and service providers who host and/or transmit data for Us such as Dotmailer,
Forfront and We-transfer).
Our banks and other payment processing service providers who process Our payments to You.
Some of Our IT is operated and provided for Us by other members of Our Group. We and other Group
companies use third party IT service providers who maintain, improve, manage, optimise or fix the IT systems
that We use or rely on in Our business, including computer devices, computer networks, connectivity,
telecommunications and software, including our CRM/ERP systems.
Our professional service providers, such as accountants, auditors, legal advisers and insurance brokers
Any third party company or companies in the event that We go through a business transition, such as a merger,
being acquired by another person or company, or selling a portion of Our assets.
Tele-marketing service providers may be used in lead generation to book meetings into Our Salesperson’s
diary.

When We use tele-marketing companies to help Us follow up with You, when they contact they may act as Our agent.
In such cases, they will introduce themselves as calling from Our company.
We reserve the right to disclose Your personal information to other third parties if We have lawful grounds to do so, or
are under a legal obligation to disclose or share it with them, or in order to establish, exercise or defend Our legal rights
or to protect the rights or safety of the Company or Our staff. This may include, for example, appointed a third party to
undertake telesales on Our behalf in our legitimate interest of promoting our business.
Do we transfer Your personal information abroad?
In some cases We will hold in, or transfer Your personal information to, a location that is outside the United Kingdom,
and even outside the EU. This will be the case if You are (or a member of Our supply chain for a particular project or
contract is) located outside the European Union.
Our supply chain is international and for some supplies, where the subcontractor is outside of the EU, We will supply
Your personal information to the subcontractor to the extent necessary to enable the subcontractor to provide the
supplies.
We also use IT facilities which are based outside of the EU, particularly Microsoft Azure. Microsoft Azure is a member
of the EU-US Privacy Shield which provides safeguards for personal information.
We also have businesses outside of the UK who store personal information locally in the jurisdiction(s) where those
businesses operate.
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Your Rights

What if your personal information changes?
It is important that the information We hold about You is correct and accurate. Please tell us if Your personal information
changes during Your relationship with Us.
What rights do you have?
In certain circumstances and by law, You have the right to:
•

Request access: to Your personal information that We hold about You. This is commonly referred to as a “data
subject access request”. This enables You to receive a copy of the personal information We hold about You
and to check We are lawfully processing it.

•

Request Correction: of Your personal information that We hold about You. This enables You to have any
incomplete or inaccurate information We hold about You corrected.

•

Request Erasure: of Your personal information. This enables You to ask Us to delete or remove personal
information where: (i) there is no good reason for Us continuing to process it; (ii) You have withdrawn Your
consent to Our processing; (iii) You have the right to ask Us to delete or remove Your personal information
where You have exercised Your right to object to processing (see below) and no exception permits Us to keep
using it; (iv) it is established that We did not have the lawful right to process Your personal information; or (v)
the law requires Us to erase Your personal information.

•

Object to processing: of Your personal information where We are relying on a legitimate interest (or those of
a third party) and where there is something about your particular situation which makes You want to object to
the processing on this ground and there is no exception which applies to permit Us to keep using it or We use
it for scientific or historic research purposes or statistical purposes.

•

Request the restriction of processing: of your personal information: This enables You to ask Us to
suspend the processing of personal information about You, for example if You want Us to establish its accuracy
or the reason for processing it or You consider we no longer need to use Your personal information for the
purposes for which it was collected or used (but You need it to be preserved for the purposes of legal claims).
You may also ask us to restrict processing if You have exercise Your right to object to Our use of Your personal
information and no exception applies to permit Us to keep using it.

•

Request the transfer: of Your personal information to a third party.

If You want to review, verify, correct, or request erasure of Your personal information, withdraw consent, object to the
processing of Your personal information, or request that We transfer a copy of Your personal information to another
party, please contact Us using the contact details set out at the beginning of this notice.
No Fee is usually required
You will not pay a fee to access Your personal information (or to exercise any of the other rights). However, We may
charge a reasonable fee if Your request for access is clearly unfounded or excessive. Alternatively, We may refuse to
comply with Your request in such cases.
What we may need from you
We may need specific information from You to help us to confirm Your identity and ensure Your right to access the
information (or to exercise any other right). This is another appropriate security measure to ensure that the personal
information is not disclosed to someone who is not entitled to receive it.
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Withdrawing consent
In the limited circumstances where You have provided Your consent to the collection, processing and transfer of Your
personal information for a specific purpose, You have the right to withdraw Your consent for that specific processing at
any time. To withdraw Your consent, please use the facility provided (e.g. the link contained in emails from Us if You
wish to unsubscribe to email marketing) or contact Us using the contact details set out at the beginning of this notice.
Once We have received notification of Your withdrawal of consent, We will no longer process Your information for that
purpose, unless we have another legitimate basis to do so by law.
You also have the right to ask Us not to process Your personal information for direct marketing purposes. You can
unsubscribe at any time using the facility provided by email (if You wish to unsubscribe to email marketing) or contact
Us using the contact details set out at the beginning of this notice.
Data Protection Manager
We are not required to appoint a Data Protection Officer to comply with the law, but we have appointed a Data Protection
Committee to oversee compliance with this notice. If you have any questions about this notice or how we handle your
personal information, please contact Us using the contact details set out at the beginning of this notice. You have the
right to make a complaint at any time to the Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO), the UK supervisory authority for
data protection matters.
Changes to this Notice
We reserve the right to make changes to this notice from time to time. If this notice changes in any way, We will place
an updated version on Our Website. Regularly reviewing Our Website will ensure that You are always aware of what
information We collect, how We use it and under what circumstances, if any, We will share it with other parties. If We
make material changes to this notice, We will notify You via a prominent notice on Our Website and email footers.
If you do not agree to the changes that We make from time to time, please tell Us via the contact details set out at the
beginning of this notice.
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